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Outside world EOP study 

 Both PJM and NYISO had representatives at the meeting to address the current concerns among 

ICS members regarding Emergency Operating Procedure of external ISOs and how to model them in our 

current IRM study due to the unusually high PJM LOLE in last year’s model when EOP is excluded.   

The NYISO, in response to some questions on how we would assist outside world areas that are 

in need of capacity, stated that we would enact our EOP to assist our neighbors in need. The NYISO 

clarified that we would be one EOP step behind of the neighbors’ EOP.  In other words, they would need 

to enact their EOP first before we would assist. PJM has a similar principal under the Joint Operating 

Agreement, as they would assist us with their EOP as a “last resort”. 

PJM representatives provided slides and described the role of Demand Resources (DR) in their 

LOLE studies. Unlike NYCA, PJM does not include DR in their IRM study. They also adjust load, instead of 

generation like we do, to get to their reserve margin that satisfy 0.1 LOLE. They also model external 

areas (World = ISO-NE, NYCA, MISO, TVA, and SERC) to 0.1 LOLE. PJM creates a curve of PJM IRM vs. 

World IRM and determines a PJM IRM on the curve that they felt resource adequacy is ensured and 

reasonable. 

 



 

The chart above was presented by PJM, showing the relationship between PJM and World IRMs, and the 

green arrows represent World IRM ranges with or without World DR. As an example, if PJM doesn’t 

model external DR, World reserves would be a little over 11%, and PJM would need approximately 

16.75% IRM to maintain reliability. PJM has set IRM at 15.67%, with World reserve at 14.1%. In 

essences, PJM relies on around 40% of the World’s DR with its IRM at 15.67%  

PJM goes on to explain that DR is offered from the supply side. They set their IRM and create the 

demand curve. Generation and DR (UCAP) are then offered in the market. Since there are limitation on 

the DR availability, PJM has a cap for the amount of DR that can be offered in the capacity market. The 

cap is determined by the LOLE analysis to ensure 0.1 would be maintained.  

PJM also clarified from an ICS member question that other EOP steps (such as voltage reduction) that 

ICS use in the MARS model were not considered in their determination of the reserve margin. They do 

account for reserve, which is 1300 MW, and after being exhausted they would immediately call on these 

DR MW.  

PJM suggested that one possible way of modeling their region could be that we can model DR in the 

amount of 10% of their load (4% of their load as cap on the Limited DR, 6% of their load as cap on the 

Extended Summer and Annual DR), then make sure their region in our model would be at 0.1 LOLE. PJM 

also mentioned that they would call the programs in reverse order. They would use the Annual and 

Extended MW first, because there is a 10-calls limit on the Limited DR MW. There is a pre-emergency 

MW (Economic DR) amount they can also count on, but that amount is too small to be included in 

planning studies.  

PJM clarified that Extended Summer and Annual DR are only used for Emergency purposes. They are not 

used under economic reasons. ICS also learned that PJM IRM is determined without DR and 0.1 LOLE is 

maintained, yet our PJM model ended up with a much higher LOLE without DR (0.88 LOLE). The main 

cause of this is because of the technical limitation of the Prism model’s inability to model DR like MARS, 

and as a result, they need to account for DR AFTER the IRM is determined since the model couldn’t 

incorporate DR.  

The key to understand this is that PJM in determining its IRM first includes all of the available generation 

(No DR). Then they adjust load to reach the IRM % with 0.1 LOLE. Next, in order to ensure the actual 

system would maintain 0.1 LOLE with the actual load (which would be higher than the adjusted load that 

IRM is obtained in first step), they would need additional MW to lower the system back down to 0.1 

LOLE. The additional MW comes from these Demand Resources. In essence, ICS included some Extended 

and Annual DR MW last year correctly, and some of the Limited DR MW would likely be necessary to 

bring the PJM system back to 0.1 LOLE. 

ICS will continue to discuss this topic and a draft white paper will available at the next ICS meeting. 

 



 

Policy 5 Appendix D – Base Case IRM Alignment with Final IRM 

 The NYISO proposed a slightly different approach to making adjustments to the base case model 

when the final IRM voted by the EC is different than the tangent 45 IRM. The existing procedure uses 

adjustments in EDRP values within the model. The NYISO has proposed at this ICS meeting to use 

voltage reduction instead since VR has MW in all zones and is unlikely to go away in the near future. ICS 

members agreed and the NYISO will now perform some analysis using last year’s base case and provide 

adjustment values and zonal risk results at the April 1st ICS meeting. 

 

Inclusion Date 

 The Inclusion Date is the date that any new unit with an in-service date later than that date will 

not be included in the MARS base case. The date is currently set unofficially at June 1st. The NYISO did 

not reach a consensus with Mr. Bob Boyle, the other lead on the topic, who recommended we use the 

model lock-down date. The NYISO was particularly concerned with possible slippage on “in service date” 

of future units negatively impacting reliability. Additional discussion on this topic is expected at the April 

ICS meeting. 

 

Two New Items for “Inventory of Issues” 

 Two new items were added to the inventory of issues. ICS has requested the NYISO to provide 

assistance using the IRM base case. The NYISO is currently working to determine the sensitivity of LOLE 

response due to IRM deviation. The NYISO is also currently determining the feasibility of obtaining 

average capacity shortfall during LOLE events in addition to number of LOLE encountered by the 

simulation. 

 

Mr. Al Adamson’s review of EISPC The Economic Ramifications of Resource Adequacy White Paper 

 Mr. Adamson provided a summary paper to ICS members prior to the meeting. The members 

will provide comments for the paper by April ICS meeting. 

 

ICS work scope 

 Mr. Adamson and Mr. Rick Brophy updated ICS Work Scope document and provided the draft 

changes to ICS. ICS members will review and provide additional comments for finalization at the April 

meeting.  



 

 

Transmission Outage Working Group 

 Previously the group determined that due to the complexity of creating transition matrix, the 

group would only model Chateauguay interface. The NYISO was reviewing the raw data and had to 

solicit help from Dr. Channan Singh due to irregularities. Dr. Singh discovered that there may be 

common mode failures that cannot be identified within the outage data (weather related, for example). 

He also identified that some outages were unusually long when compared to average outages from 

other similar interfaces, possibly related to failure unrelated to the interface itself (generator outages, 

for example). Finally, Dr. Singh noticed discrepancy on the data where the lines had flow during period 

of outages. 

The group considered Dr. Channan Singh’s finding at a separate meeting on February 19th, 2015 and 

decided that we would generate the transition rate matrix for the interface, assuming all outages in the 

summer (June, July,  and August) are forced. The matrix will be inserted into the MARS model and runs 

will be performed to see the relative impact of the results with and without the outages present on the 

interface. The NYISO has summarized the plan moving forward on a separate document. 

 

Export Modeling Representation 

 Mr. Wes Yeomans attended the meeting to provide updates on export modeling request from 

ICS. Mr. Yeomans stated that the NYISO did reach out to ISO-NE for their view on the memorandum of 

understanding principal when our IRM model does not model capacity wheel-out. ISO-NE had an 

internal meeting but they did not have a position on whether the NYISO in the planning study 

conformed to the MOU. The specific concern that ICS members had was regarding the NYISO ability to 

curtail external transaction during need. Mr. Yeomans’ previous visit to the group stated that the NYISO 

would only curtail external transaction when transmission security is endangered, although Mr. 

Yeomans felt the second sentence was ambiguous in that external transaction curtailment can be 

enacted to prevent curtailment of firm load. ISO-NE was concerned that while external transaction 

should not be “routinely” curtailed due to transmission constraints, but was not clear on how that is 

ensured. ISO-NE would like to meet with all four MOU parties to clarify the MOU principals and review 

the document in detail. The NYISO agreed and will set up a meeting in the near future. The NYISO will 

eventually provide a presentation and also invite market participants early in the discussion.  Mr. 

Yeomans may present this at the next OC meeting to solicit comments on the MOU from market 

participants. He also foresees a principal document at the end, which will be circulated to ICS members. 

 

 



 

2016 IRM Study Assumption Matrix 

 The NYISO presented the assumption matrix to be used in this year’s study. The matrix did not 

have any material change from the February meeting other than the format. The NYISO will work on 

updating the matrix as more information becomes available. 


